LexisNexis® PatentSight+ answers your most crucial IP questions

**How can I benchmark and gain competitive intelligence?**

**What can help me spot trends and disruptive technologies early on?**

**What is the best way to optimize my IP portfolio?**

**How can I best monetize my IP?**

**Enabling the world’s leading innovators to make high-value strategic decisions**

LexisNexis® PatentSight+ brings together top-tier data sets, cutting-edge analysis tools with streamlined workflows and powerful visualization capabilities for IP-related communication, all within a single platform.

**PatentSight+ answers your most crucial IP questions**

**DATA QUALITY AND COVERAGE**

Get richer insights by incorporating new data types with rigorous quality checks, including SEPs data from IPlytics.

**ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS**

Increase depth and speed to insights through powerful AI-driven analytical capabilities.

**IMPACTFUL VISUALIZATIONS AND COMMUNICATION TOOLS**

Optimize workflows, boost efficiency, and elevate IP awareness and storytelling through powerful visualization tools.
Gain intelligent insights from trusted data and proven metrics

As a scientifically developed, peer-reviewed and industry-proven patent value indicator, the PatentSight+ Patent Asset Index has become a standard method that is used globally and across industries for measuring the innovative strength of patent portfolios.

The unique PatentSight+ approach helps ensure consistently high data quality by:

- Assigning worldwide patents to their **ultimate commercial owners**.
- Providing **point-in-time** data for accurate trend analysis,
- as well as industry-leading, reliable information on **legal status**.

"PatentSight+ provides a great visualization and landscape tool showing all the patent details. It provides insight into competitors’ impact and IP strategy; it is a must-use tool for IP strategy development."

Silvia Szep, Ph.D., Intellectual Capital and IP Strategy Manager, DowDuPont

PatentSight+ IP Intelligence & Analytics platform supports Industry Leaders, such as

LexisNexis® Intellectual Property Solutions
Bringing clarity to innovation.

To learn more visit us at LexisNexisIP.com/PatentSight+